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For	the	construction	of	the	bodice	I	had	
to	lay	out	the	pattern	onto	fashion	fabric,	















of	muslin	 over	 the	underskirt	 and	began	
pinning	 each	 drape	 I	made.	 Then	 I	 took	
the	muslin	off	but	still	pinned	from	where	I	
had	draped	it	and	traced	the	pattern	of	the	
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Corey Gregory and the finished Day Dress
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Embroidery detail
Front view
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Cuff detail
Right side view
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Bodice detail
Rear View
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Rear detail
Figure 1.  North Atlantic Conveyor Belt
Based on: North Atlantic Conveyor Belt. Chart. BBC News Website.  Environmental Correspondent Richard Black.  
30 Nov. 2005. 08 Nov. 2007. <http://www.thewe.cc/weplanet/news/people/abrupt_climate_change_event.htm>
Figure 1 illustrates the flow of the North Atlantic Conveyor Belt. The red arrow indicates warm water that is carried by the Gulf 
Stream from the equator. The yellow arrows designate the water in the process of cooling; some of the warmth of this water is be-
ing transferred to the air around Western Europe. The sinking regions are areas where water becomes too dense to stay in surface 
currents. The blue pathway represents cold water that is moving in the direction of the equator.
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